
Question:

What year was math invented?  
When was the first time we know 
of that people started using math? 
 How was math first used?  How 

did mathematics get started? 



Questions in response:

• How do we know when people first used 
mathematics?

• What is meant by “mathematics”?



Revised Question

What is the first artifact that indicates a 
use of “mathematics?



Background information:

• I have read about an artifact called the 
Ishango bone (in texts)

• When researching Plimpton 322, Ishango 
was mentioned several times as the oldest 
mathematical artifact.

• I think I remember Ishango coming before 
papyri and cuneiform tablets.



The
Search



Begin with printed text:
• Most of printed resources are at School of Mines 

(Hmmmm)

• Historical Topics for the Mathematics Classroom-nothing 
about the bone; speaks of early numeration systems

• Pi in the Sky by John D. Barrow (1992) – listed in index; 
not the oldest but the most intriguing of the oldest; the 
oldest is dated 35,000 BC; it is a baboon’s thigh bone 
with 29 notches (p 31); 



Ishango Bone from Barrow
• Ishango  bone dated 9000 BC
•  it has three rows of markings 

– Row 1: 9, 19, 21, 11
–  Row 2:  19, 17, 13, 11
–  Row 3: 7, 5, 5, 10, 8, 4, 6, 3;

• curious observations:  
– Rows 2 and 3 both add up to 60. 
– All the numbers in row 2 are prime; author dismisses 

idea by de Heinzelin that there was a rudimentary 
notion of prime numbers 

– author supports possible connection to lunar 



Do web resources support this 
information?

• Ishango not found on St. Andrew’s 
(search)

• Google Scholar:
– Found books that have significant information 

on Ishango
– Summaries of books indicate Ishango was 

found in 1962 by de Heinzelin and is dated to 
8500 BC



Expand The Search

• Using Barrow’s bibliography, I tried to find 
some of his resources for Ishango.  I can’t 
get to them unless I have access to an 
online library (I do but pretended I didn’t)

• Tried a “regular” Google search and found 
Simon Singh’s site.  Singh has written a 
couple of mathematics books.  His website 
should be okay- Right?



Simon Singh’s Website
• Picture of Ishango 

Bone
• Indicates its age is 

20,000 BC
• Indicates the common 

interpretation is that it 
is a calendar (thus not 
a mathematical 
object)



RATS!

• So, if Ishango is not the 
oldest mathematical artifact, 
what is?



Back to St. Andrew’s
• Old Babylonian – Sumerians were pretty advanced at 

2300 BC; then the Akkadians attacked (they had an 
abacus); then the Sumerians regained control in 
2100BC; Plimpton 322 is from about 1800 BC 

• Old Egyptian – organized into the Old Kingdom by 3000 
BC and had hieroglyphic writing; Rhind Papyrus is from 
about 1650 BC and states it is copying a manuscript that 
is 200 years old 

• Chinese mathematics – knowledge “sketchy” before 100 
BC; abacus was used in the 14th century BC 



Egypt seems the most likely place 
to start to find old artefacts:

• From web: University of New York at 
Buffalo indicates an Egyptian Mace Head 
from 3100 BC indicates the ability to 
create and record large numbers

• From Crest of the Peacock:  earliest form 
of hieroglyphic writing from 3000 BC

• From web:  Indicates that the Tomb of 
Methen (2600 BC) has calculation for area 
of a rectangle



Verifying the information

• Unable to find anything more on the mace 
head

• Websites indicate early hieroglyphic 
numbers

• Google Scholar allowed a digital file of the 
book A History of Egypt from the Earliest 
Times to the Persian Conquest (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1907) 



From the book

• there is a transcription of what was found 
on the tomb’s walls

• the writing gives the dimensions of his 
(Methen’s) house and several amounts of 
land he was given as gifts 



Page from book



Conclusion: The oldest artefact

• There are very old bones (up to 35,000 
BC) that have notches on them.  They are 
not considered mathematical (including 
Ishango)

• There is use of hieroglyphic number dating 
to 3000 BC

• There is use of dimension and area in 
Egypt in 2600 BC



Next Questions:

• What if we use a different definition for 
“mathematics”?

• What about the mace head?  
• Is a calendar not mathematical?

• Off I go. . .


